Dear Friends,

Most of the articles in Family Ties describe programs that we have developed to target the need of a specific population. In this issue, two of the major articles talk about efforts Family is making to impact more globally on the overall community or a major constituency that has barriers to accessing the services it needs.

When Family started in 1970, food insecurity was not a major issue. However, by 1974, the need was recognized, and Family opened its first formal food pantry. As our other walk-in centers opened, it was automatically assumed that there would be a food pantry connected to them. More recently, the agency has led a coalition of food pantries, feeding programs, and local farmers to improve the quality of food available from our and the other 40 odd food pantries in the county. The group has accomplished great improvements in the food system in our county and the story in this issue highlights the latest initiatives. The waste and inefficiencies which have frustrated both farmers and feeding programs have proven to be no match for the creative energies of our food collaborative. Family is proud to be a leader in solving food insecurity issues for area families.

While the county has a vast network of helping agencies, including Family, over time we recognized that a major and growing section of the population was significantly underserved, namely, the Hispanic community. Barriers for this population not only include lack of English proficiency, but also, for many, issues of immigration and undocumented status. These issues compound a lack of awareness and at times a lack of respect for the dominant cultures represented by this population. Family recognized the need to hire Spanish speaking staff, individuals who could not only communicate with this population, but also have an understanding and respect for their cultures. The individuals who comprise the Spanish speaking communities can be a vital additional resource to build the future of Ulster County’s economy. The article describes the outreach and support that is needed to integrate Spanish speakers into Ulster County, and explains the efforts made throughout Family to address barriers that prevent individuals from accessing the services they need.

In addition to the above efforts, Family is currently struggling with the massive changes that are occurring in the delivery of behavioral health services to the community. As the system shifts to Medicaid, it feels as if the agency’s ability to serve those most in need is being challenged. I recognize that in order for Family to continue to serve those people who view themselves as “outside the system” and who are unwilling or unable to change themselves to meet system requirements, we will have to generate funding independent of the systems. Fortunately, we live in an Ulster County community which is extremely generous and committed to serving all in need. It is your contributions that allow Family to respond to these individuals as they present themselves, rather than expect them to change to meet the help system.

On behalf of the Board of Directors and staff of Family, I want to wish all of you a joyous and healthy springtime.

Best regards,

Michael Berg

PS. It’s been a long time since we’ve had cars donated. We sell them at reasonable prices to people who desperately need a vehicle, and we use the proceeds to keep the agency afloat. In many cases, these vehicles allow people to continue to work and meet the needs of their families. All donations are tax exempt.
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Alonzo (not his real name) came to this country thirty years ago as a young man. He was from a rural area and had not spent much time in school. He left home early and had gained only the roughest social and communication skills. He held and lost jobs and apartments until, one day, he found himself homeless. He was referred to FAMILY’S Adult Case Management Program by the staff at a temporary residence. He began to talk with Andrea Rodriguez, a skilled and patient counselor and advocate. Andrea, originally from Mexico, has a Master’s Degree in Education and has worked with immigrants from many countries. “I know what being a stranger feels like. When I work with Spanish speakers there is something special about sharing a cultural joke or shared experience. I feel the bond and so do they.”

Alonzo, though, was both angry and disrespectful. He didn’t know how to talk about his life. As Andrea built his trust by listening patiently and lightly suggesting ways to behave toward others, he began to open up. It took the better part of a year. “He had made many mistakes. Now he could begin to express his regret. As he calmed down, he began to ask himself, Why did I do these things? Why did I let that job? Why did I hurt my wife? He began to change. Alonzo is now in stable housing and is working on some of his long-standing issues.

Salvador Altamirano Segura has been with FAMILY for eighteen years. Originally from Mexico, he began as a Case Manager with Adult Case Management Services, became Program Director, and is now a Team Leader. Although all of FAMILY’s programs serve Spanish speakers, ACSM has, by far, the largest number. That is because they help clients fill out forms for assistance, other immigration process, and advocate for services for their clients. “Spanish speakers find our services through word of mouth,” observes Altamirano Segura. “It gets around that we are a safe place. Even when someone calls and says ‘my cousin told me to call you,’ we say we cannot confirm or deny that their cousin has been to see us. That builds the strength of our commitment to confidentiality. FAMILY’s philosophy of being non-judgmental and non-directive helps to open the door to everyone.”

many of us know people who have been in this country for many years and still speak little or no English, no matter their country of origin. Some years ago, FAMILY began seeking Spanish speaking staff for our outreach to families in Ellenville, a community with many Latino families, but few who sought our services. We were astonished how many signed up for assistance in our new case manager’s first few weeks Immigrant groups are worried about seeking help without really understanding how the systems work. If you are not an immigrant, picture yourself in someone else’s shoes as you read this piece, someone who has moved to a new country with unfamiliar social structures and language.
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Safe Harbour

You've seen the billboards around Ulster County. You've probably thought, Human trafficking here? I didn't know. And you continue your drive. On the roads, trafficking looks glamorous, animals and young girls stolen from farmhouses by plumes and put to work selling drugs or sex. In the US, many who fall victim to trafficking are runaway or homeless youth. They are vulnerable and often "different." They may be trafficked, gang raping, left for ransom, or sold. Trafficking and related violence are all at risk. To fight trafficking, we have often experienced domestic violence and most were in the care of social services or foster care when they ran.

FAMILY Adolescent Services is partnering with Ulster County's Safe Harbour Project to shed light on this issue. The goal is to find these victimized youth and deliver them from the juvenile and criminal justice systems. The program can then offer a wide range of supports to help these young people rebuild their lives. Shelter, food, clothing, legal aid, counseling, and educational services can all be made available. The Safe Harbour Critical Team, funded by NY State, is led by Ulster County's Department of Social Services. According to Jackie Amos, Ulster County Safe Harbour Coordinator, "There is need to shift people's perceptions from the stigmatizing idea of being prostitutes to one that views these youth as survivors of commercial sexual exploitation. It is oftentimes with the least amount of choices who are the most vulnerable to recruitment. The major goal of our Safe Harbour Project is to be more intentional of engaging in 'survivor sex,' explained Amos. "But traffickers know where to find them and how to prey on their vulnerabilities."

Tom Barnes is one of FAMILY's Program Directors for Adolescent Services. She described some other trafficking tactics that might appear. "It could be happening next door and you wouldn't know it because you're looking for something different. In reality, it is the fifteen-year-old whose parent trades her for sex in exchange for rent or the boy who is arrested for prostitution, who is an addict and is trafficking sex for his dealer."

Nicole Martin is critical of FAMILY's outreach efforts for the initiative. "Our first year was about education. The billboards, mall posters and the outreach was all part of that. The next step is to work with organizations of all kinds to offer training to how to spot a young person at risk for this kind of abuse." Some of the indicators for sex trafficking include a history of running away, unexplained expensive items, tattoos indicating ownership, and multiple sexually transmitted diseases. According to Martin, "The dynamics is delicate. The victim is often时候 made to look like they are not doing anything right, and get tinged with labels of being a bad person."

The county has identified high-risk and trafficking youth and a few cases are currently under investigation. The Department of Homeland Security provides guidance and support to the Safe Harbour Critical Team, which includes a number of agencies in addition to FAMILY.

Martin and Amos are hopeful that continued outreach efforts will lead to increased contact with trafficked and at-risk youth in all of the county's locales. It is important to note that ultimately, youth have to be invested and want to participate in Safe Harbour. They cannot be coerced. Otherwise they will simply go right back to the streets.

If you have concerns about a young person who may be trafficked, call the National Human Trafficking Hotline at 1-888-373-7888 or Nicole Martin, at FAMILY, 845-331-8000 or Grive Victims Assistance Program at 845-888-4433. If you were interested in attending a presentation about trafficking, contact Jackie Amos, Ulster County Safe Harbour Coordinator at 845-330-2527.

(continued from bottom of previous page)

Christine Hein is the Director at People's Place. In addition to their ongoing food pantry program, they offered a Farmstand during the growing season which was hugely successful, serving more than 20,000 people in its first year. "The Hub at People's Place allows all of the pantries in our area to take advantage of fresh food when it's available. It also allows pantries to purchase frozen foods when they are available from the Regional Food Bank rather than at retail stores. The Hubs will save everyone money, allow pantries access to food which they can pick up when they have space and staff, and, in the end, get more nutritious food to more people."

(continued from bottom of previous page)
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FAMILY's Spanish-speaking staff, both men and women, come from Honduras, Columbia, Mexico, and Puerto Rico, making them similar in many ways to their Spanish-speaking clients. In 2015, almost three hundred Spanish speakers were served, many with simple issues, translations, and information. More than forty required longer-term assistance.

"It is hard to find Spanish speaking therapists, substance abuse services, help with housing, jobs, and child care. Language is a survival skill," adds Rodriguez. "It is very stressful without language." Domestic Violence is a special challenge for families with no or limited English. Court appearances, paperwork, and moving children from family schools are all complicated by a lack of English. FAMILY's Spanish-speaking staff are one of the only support services all offer help in Spanish. Lara Russo is a Case Manager at The Washburne House. "A year ago I was the only Spanish-speaking staff person at the Washburne House. Now there are two case managers here, a court advocate at Family Court, and staff offering counseling and groups for women who are not at the shelter. A Spanish-speaking staff person is often isolated socially by her abuser and she worries about citizenship. She may have married a US citizen, but her own scary status becomes a weapon to threaten her if she doesn't obey her. She believes she will be deported."

Washburne House and Adult Case Management often collaborate with Catholic Charities to advocate and advise for an immigrant client's rights. For those in domestic violence situations, special consideration under the Violence Against Women Act enables women to begin the legal residency process on their own if their abuser is a legal resident or citizen.

Coming to a shelter is disruptive and challenging for anyone. For Spanish speakers in a shelter where few if any residents speak Spanish, it is especially daunting. "I have watched as the other residents reach out to these women," observes Russo. "They are welcomed with gestures and some halting Spanish/English communication. We help them network with family and support networks wherever they can go after they leave the shelter."

Altamirano Segura is clear about what works. "The successes we see, whether for Spanish speakers or others, come from the relationships our case managers create. Our Spanish speaking clients respond with so much gratitude. Many offer gifts to our staff (which we cannot accept of course). They often come from situations where they do not feel entitled to the kinds of help and compassion we offer. We understand that."

More good food on more tables.

So far, the Collaborative has collected more than sixteen thousand pounds of produce, an increase of forty percent from the previous year. Most was donated by twelve farms through Roundout Valley Growers Association (RVGA); some was donated by Fam To Table Food Packers in Kingston and the Hummel communities; and sixteen thousand of those pounds were gleaned by volunteers coordinated by UlsterCorps. More volunteers joined in processing the food. The fresh, packed, and frozen food was distributed by FAMILY to twenty-eight pantries, soup kitchens, and schools, and to seven school districts throughout the county. Most of the locations were unable to store the food for any period of time. The Collaborative's focus turned to creating Food Hubs to solve this problem.

Two Food Hubs are now operating: one at the Roundout Municipal Center (the former Rosendale Elementary School) and the second at People's Place at the Town of Kingston, the county's largest food pantry. Three additional locations—in Ellenville, Claryville, and Boiceville—are opening in the coming year. When the network is complete, it will significantly reduce the transportation effort for each pantry to stock up Fod. Food will be apportioned for each food pantry and feeding program and moved to the Hub freezer or cooler nearest them. The local pantries can go to the Hub as needed to pick up their allotment.

According to Deborah Dewan of RVGA, whose offices are now at the Roundout Hub, "We not only have freezer and cooler space but we also have Ulster Greene ARC's kitchen which has become the processing center here. The towns have been really helpful and supportive. Pantries have started to talk to each other about needs that come up unexpectedly. The Hubs are creating improvements naturally."

(continued on top next page)
Jadouri Goldman and her partner had a real estate transaction that didn’t go well. The agent was dishonest and the couple pressed to recover their expenses. They would find another apartment. When they received their check, they knew it just didn’t feel right to keep it for themselves. “It just didn’t seem right to benefit from this ugly situation,” recounted Goldman. “We decided that we wanted to donate it to support housing for people who were vulnerable and in need.” Over the years, the couple had donated clothing and household goods to FAMILY’s Free Stores and recently, they had taken furniture and linens to the Family Inn as they moved Goldman’s parents to a retirement community. “They gave me a tour of the program. I had had hard times in my life and I knew I could have needed a place like the Family Inn,” said Goldman. “The staff was wonderful and I remember the children’s room. It was just a few months later that this money arrived. We knew right away where we needed it to go. The whole experience made us feel so good. It turned something ugly into something positive. We sent notes to all of our friends asking them to think about the Family Inn when they make donations.”

Our Volunteer Opportunities

CONSIDER...

BECOMING A HOTLINE VOLUNTEER IN ELLENVILLE, NEW PALTZ OR WOODSTOCK. Our training offers life-changing tools—for you and the people you will help as a FAMILY volunteer. We hear over and over what an incredible value this training provides. Contact your local FAMILY office today to learn more.

HELP AT HTFS! All summer long FAMILY sells tickets and helps people get around on Sundays at Horse Shows in the Sun in Saugerties. The shows feature world-class horsemanship and is an event that the whole family can enjoy and volunteer for.

SELL RAFFLE TICKETS, RUBBER DUCKIES, HELP AT FOOD DRIVES AND AT OUR MANY FUND RAISING EVENTS! We love our Event Volunteers. No special training is needed. Contact your local FAMILY office to learn more.

JOIN WITH US TO BRING QUALITY FOOD TO MORE TABLES! Join a gleaning event at local farms or a processing event to freeze foods for winter distribution to pantries. Call Beth at 845-331-7080 to find out more.

HOLIDAY GIFT GIVING…It is never too early to give our Walk In Centers a hand with organizing for holiday gift giving.

AND JOIN US AT A FAMILY EVENT! Coming Up...

8th Annual Bob Dylan Birthday Celebration Sunday, May 29th 8PM at the Bearsville Theater, Woodstock.
Hosted by Happy Traum with Connor Kennedy and Minniedor plus an array of the Valley’s best! Tickets on sale NOW at www.bearsvilletheater.com

11th Annual Midtown Make a Difference Day Saturday, June 18th from 11am-3pm, Franklin St, Kingston. A day full of FREE fun, food, music, and community services.

Visit our brand new re-imagined website for current news, volunteer and employment opportunities, events, and links to our program-specific Facebook pages.

www.FAMILYofWOODSTOCKinc.org